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Richard Strauss

AN ALPINe SYMPHONY

Conductor: Adrian Brown

Strauss takes us on a lifetime’s journey through ambition, effort,
adversity and fulfillment, compressed into one day’s Alpine ascent.
Man must conquer the summit and weather the storm on the way
down, before looking back on what he has achieved. These notes guide
you through the signposts that Strauss included in the score.

Night: muted strings set the scene; a sombre chorale of lower brass
depicts the brooding presence of the mountain. The tone brightens
with the approaching dawn.

Sunrise: trumpets pierce through the violins as day breaks and the
landscape is revealed in bright hues.
The lower strings introduce a more purposeful theme as the
mountaineer embarks on his Ascent. Hunting horns call from up ahead
(off-stage) as we approach the forest.
A darkly lyrical theme on trombones marks the Entry into the Forest.
We ascend through sunnier glades where birds sing and find ourselves
on a peaceful path beside the Brook, with flowing strings.
The Ascent theme is heard again as the path steepens and we clamber
up to a dramatic view of the Waterfall (cascading flutes and violins).
Rainbow colours in the spray are displayed in a brief Apparition.
The journey leads on into flowering meadows - a joyful melody sweeps
through the strings with a bouncing accompaniment, before we hear
the calls of shepherds’ pipes and the clangour of cowbells on the
mountain Pasture.
The music becomes more intricately woven as the climber loses his
way in undergrowth and thicket on the wrong path.
Strident trumpets signal the climber’s emergence onto the Glacier.
The way ahead is beset with dangerous moments, so the climber’s
progress is hesitant, but the view of the summit inspires him.

A growing heroic fanfare from the horns expresses the final effort
needed to reach the Summit, where trombones declare the moment of
triumph with a strong rising arpeggio.
At this point, a solo oboe turns and views the scene, as if awed by the
spectacle. This moment of quiet reverence is overtaken by a rapturous
outpouring from the orchestra – the climax of the work – man
glorifying nature.
There is an intricate reworking of earlier material as the descent starts,
with trumpets and horns picking their way through a rugged landscape
of strings.
We witness a Vision of the mountain peak (blazing brass chorale
beneath vertiginous violins) before the fog rises and the sun is gradually
obscured (subdued winds).
The plaintive tone continues in the violins through the long melodic
arch that introduces the Elegy, passing to oboes and descending to the
lower strings.
Nature seems to hold its breath in the Calm before the Storm.
Distant flashes and rumbles preface the approaching Thunder and
Storm, suddenly upon us with full orchestra joined by full organ. Wind
machine and Thunder sheet are heard at the peak of the storm.
As the clamour subsides, the mountain theme appears again in the
brass. The descent continues as the sun sets (tremolo strings beneath
descending violins).
Solo horn and trumpet introduce the Epilogue, as the events of the
journey are reviewed with serene composure – a contemplative
afterglow that finally descends back to the opening chords, the
mountain unchanged and the surrounding Night.
Listening notes prepared by Peter Bruce. Alpine photo © 2007 Robin Bruce.
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